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nary methodology.
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SOCIAL WORKER
Operator who works with people who are in diffi-
culty. Helps mums and dads take good care of their 
family.
Sometimes it is the Judge who asks them to go 
and meet and help children and their families when 
they are thought to be in trouble.
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LAWYER
Person who helps you to express your thoughts in
Court, when you are in trouble or need to defend 
yourself from something, observing the law.
Obviously they have to be paid for their work but if 
it is shown that you do not earn much it the State 
pays for the person who needs it (it is called free 
legal aid).



PRISON
Place where a person is locked up for a period of 
time for doing something wrong (like when you 
are grounded).

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY
House where children and young people go when 
parents can’t make them feel good.
In the house there are other children and young 
people like them, and psychologists and educators 
help them.

INTERVIEW
Meeting where people express their ideas about a 
problem.



DECREE
Sheet written by the Judge with rules and duties 
that must be observed by everyone to help people 
in difficulty.

ADDICTION
This is when people cannot do without something 
(video games-drugs-alcohol) that is bad for them.



EDUCATOR AND HOME ASSISTANT
Person who works in communities with children 
or directly at families’ homes to help parents and 
children get along and solve problems.

POLICE FORCES
These are the “Forces” that bring order, that is, they 
come running when a person is in urgent need of 
help or there is a danger, for example the Police or 
the Carabinieri.

FOSTER FAMILY
Family that hosts for a certain period of time a child 
or young person who cannot be with their parents 
because they aren’t good for them and they have to 
solve some problems.



JUDGE
Person who assesses what you do. A very wise per-
son who works in court and has met many children; 
he or she intervenes the moment they come to 
know that a child may be in danger or in difficulty.
They collect as much information as possible to fig-
ure out what kind of help is best suited for that child 
and his or her family.
The same goes for adults but in this case the judge
intervenes to find a compromise in situations of 
quarrels or gives the right penalty to those who 
have done a wrong thing (crime).

SECURE MEETING
Meeting of parents and children in need of help 
to meet and that happens in a neutral space in 
the presence of other people (psychologist, social 
worker, educator) who do their best to ensure that 
the meeting goes well.



PREJUDICE
Situation of possible danger and serious difficulty in 
which a (fragile) people may find themselves.

INVESTIGATION
Collection of information about the child and the 
family which the Judge asks his collaborators for, 
to understand well the situation of that family and 
what help can be put in place.
When trying to understand how something hap-
pened and how it came about.



NEUTRAL SPACE
Place where parents and children who do not live 
together can meet; it is a space made especially to 
put them at ease.

PSYCHOLOGIST
Operator who tries to help people get better, to un-
derstand how they are in the mind and in the heart.
As you speak together, they try to understand the 
things that make you feel good and those that 
make you feel bad to understand what is the best 
way to help solve problems.

ORDINARY COURT
Very big place where people who are very familiar 
with the law of adults work and they enforce it.



COURT FOR MINORS
Very big place where people work who are very fa-
miliar with the law and the rights of children work 
and they enforce them.

SPECIAL GUARDIAN AND CURATOR
Adult person chosen by the Judge who makes de-
cisions important for children when parents can’t 
do it.

COURT HEARING
Interview with the judge and sometimes also with 
the lawyer to say what one thinks.



HOME VISIT
This is when the social worker goes to the home of 
a family to better understand where and how they 
live.

VIOLENCE
This is when someone hits or is beaten, or when 
people insult each other.
Or when a person is bullying other people and 
makes them feel stupid.



SOCIAL WORKER
He or she is a person who works with you when you are in 
trouble and helps other adults to take good care of you.
of people living in a territory. If there weren’t these these rules 
(laws) everyone would live by their own ideas, according to 
what they think is right and correct to do and in this way we 
would live in chaos.

EDUCATIONAL AND/OR FIRST HOSPITALITY COMMUNITY
A place where adults take care of getting you to eat and to 
sleep peacefully but also to teach you the rules for living well 
in Italy. If you are in the community this is your home in Ita-
ly and here there are educators who care for you and other 
young people hosted.

EDUCATOR
Person who accompanies you on the path of growth, helping 
you to become independent in studying, working and in life 
generally.

FOSTER FAMILY
Family temporarily caring for children and young people of 
Italian or foreign nationality who have no other adults who 
take care of them. The family helps children to grow in a place 
where they are loved and educated according to their own 
characteristics.
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POLICE FORCES
These are people who, wearing a uniform, work to ensure obser-
vance of the rules that people need to live well together and they 
also work to defend people against violence.

JUDGE
This is the person who says whether behaviour is right or 
wrong, according to the rules established by the State, that are 
called laws. Problems and issues are presented to the judge, 
on which they can decide and require, if necessary, the people 
involved to behave in a certain way.
The judge is responsible for enforcing the law and for defend-
ing people’s rights.
They have the power to punish anyone who does not abide by 
the law.

LAW
Set of rules that the State establishes for proper functioning of 
the community. They are necessary rules to be able to live in 
an orderly and harmonious way in a society, seen as a whole.



ADULT
Young person who has reached the age of 18 and who makes 
decisions in autonomy, as established by the Italian laws.
Cultural mediator: a person who speaks your language and 
understands how are you used to thinking about things in life 
(family, travel, future) and helps you talk to operators (police 
forces, social worker, psychologist) who deal with you.

MINOR
Child/young person who up to the age of 18 in making some 
important decisions for their own lives is accompanied and 
supported by an adult.

PERMIT TO STAY
Document written by one of the police forces (state police) 
serving, as the law says, to stay in Italy coming from a country 
outside the European Community.

PSYCHOLOGIST
He or she is a person who tries to understand how you are in 
your heart and in your head, a curator of thoughts who helps 
you to be calmer.



ASYLUM REQUEST
This is a written request for protection in Italy that you can 
do if someone hurt you or you were in danger in your home 
country, your story will be carefully listened to by a group of 
people and they will decide according to the laws.

COURT
Very large place where judges work and where important de-
cisions are made for the life of a person in compliance with 
the laws.

LEGAL GUARDIAN
An adult person, chosen by the Judge, who takes care both 
of the documents necessary for your needs and of important 
choices for your life.
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